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IN PHOTO: COLOUR TEA 62

Le immagini sono fornite al solo scopo illustrativo e non

costituiscono elemento contrattuale

Colours: A B

All Luca Rossini products are available in a wide
choice of colours at no extra cost!

Levante: Hairdressing chair

Levante is the amazing barber chair by Luca Rossini - functional,
comfortable, with a stunning vintage look.

Maximum comfort
The Levante is equipped with a reclining backrest and raising legrest,
operated with a retro-style lever and is equipped with a height-
adjustable headrest.

Optional retro
For an even more vintage look, the barber chair is also available in the
version with additional flip-open footrest.

Durability over time
The steel structure - with a powder coated matte finish - boasts a
beautiful retro design and is a guarantee of solidity and durability over
time. In addition, Luca Rossini is synonymous with Made in Italy quality.

Handcrafted upholstery
The handcrafted upholstery is manufactured and sewn in Italy, in
Reggio Emilia, in compliance with the most stringent European
standards. Moreover, it is possible to customize the upholstery by
choosing from a wide range of colours at no extra cost!

ARTICLES

All Luca Rossini chairs are available with pump with brake and five-star,
round or square base.
In addition, chairs are now also available with star, round or square
black base and chromed pump with brake.

LR/BC750 barber chair, matte black fittings, chromed round base
LR/BC755 barber chair, matte black fittings, chromed round base with
legrest

All Luca Rossini products are available in a wide choice of colours at no extra cost!



dark grey G6 olive G8 royal blue G9 marine L2 chocolate milk K3 strawberry milk K4 gold K6 vintage brown F5

vintage black G1 vintage tan G2 vintage white G3 vintage ash G4 vintage chocolate

H9

vintage grey K1 vintage blue K2 vintage wine K7

vintage ice K8 black alligator 49 grey alligator 50

pebble black N1 slate grey N2 peacock blue N3 mulberry N4 cognac N5 sage green N6 black pearl P1 grey pearl P2

brown pearl P3 beige pearl P4 cognac pearl P5 green pearl P6 yellow pearl P7 red pearl P8 pink pearl P9

Via Lazzaretti 12 - 42122 - Reggio Emilia - Italy

Salon Ambience Italia - +39 0522 276740

International Sales - +39 0522 276755

Numero verde - 800 144552

Fax - +39 0522 276767

E-mail: info@salonambience.com

https://www.facebook.com/salonambiencegroup

https://www.instagram.com/salonambiencegroup/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqTdWM-4_65Tr0Jul82kSCQ
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